Fair Chase
Whitetails

Part 6

Does a fence that keeps deer from leaving a property eliminate any chance of a fair-chase hunt? Here's what you told us.

by Gordon Whittington

He says there's nothing fundamentally wrong with hunting whitetails inside a high fence. She says you can't call a hunt "fair chase" if deer can't leave the property, no matter how large the acreage or how thick the cover.

Those diametrically opposed viewpoints aren't some new form of the old "he said/she said" routine. They're actual comments sent in by two Iowa readers who filled out the special survey we ran in our January 2001 issue. And not only were these two readers from the same state, they live in the same house. In fact, they're husband and wife.

Please — no jokes here about married couples' being expected to disagree about everything. The fact is, even among hunters who see eye to eye on all other issues, high fence can be a divisive issue, perhaps the most passionately debated practice in whitetail hunting today. That a husband and wife find themselves literally on opposite sides of the high-fence question shows just how hard it is to find consensus on this matter.

In our January 2001 issue we published a special survey, asking for reader views on 36 questions regarding the ethics of various hunting and management practices. A number of those questions, detailed below, were devoted to hunting confined deer. And perhaps not surprisingly, these generated more detailed survey comments than all other questions combined. Let's take a closer look at high fencing and how the voting went.

THE RECORD BOOKS

To some hunters, fair chase and record-book eligibility necessarily go hand in hand. None of the three major North American record-keeping organizations using the Boone and Crockett scoring system — the Boone and Crockett Club, the Pope and Young Club or the Longhunter Society — will accept as a hunter killed any deer shot on high-fenced land.

B&C and Longhunter always have had this rule, but P&Y's categorical rejection of such entries began only last spring. Effective on May 1, 2001, the following language was adopted as P&Y policy: "The term 'fair chase' shall not include the taking of animals . . . while inside escape-proof fenced enclosures."

Records Committee Chairman Glenn Hisey says, "Fenced animals and human manipulation of wildlife are subjects of great debate within, and outside of, the hunting community. These situations, and the subsequent debate, will only get worse and will, in the club's view, continue to be an increasing thorn in the side of our true hunting heritage and its future."

"Recent media coverage of 'canned hunting' situations, with their entire inherent emotional slant, only worsens the public's perception of the hunting community. We cannot
expect the media and the general non-hunting public to clearly differentiate these situations from 'real' fair-chase hunting. It is in our best interest to distance ourselves from those negative perceptions."

A statement on P&Y's Web site (www.pope-young.org) referred to the club's previous policy as "very sound — but admittedly somewhat confusing and misunderstood by some." And what was that policy? To meet P&Y's definition of a fair-chase kill, a deer or other animal could not have been taken "while behind game-proof fences where introduced and/or confined animals are held for commercial hunting purposes, such as game farms, shooting preserves or private hunting operations where (kill) fees are charged for the animals harvested."

Under its previous policy, if P&Y received a possible entry for an animal taken inside a high fence, the club would investigate the nature of that enclosure, looking at a wide variety of conditions, ranging from "whether or not the wildlife population was natural or had been introduced" to "whether or not the hunting was under the control, regulation and licensing of the state/provincial game agency" to "the size of the enclosure."

FENCING HISTORY

Despite a lack of official recognition for deer shot inside enclosures, high fences are becoming increasingly common. In fact, in many states and provinces, miles of such fencing are being erected daily.

Yet the idea of confining whitetails is hardly new. In fact, the town of Deerfield, Wisconsin, drew its name from a deer-holding structure built there in the late 1800s. A clever fellow used long logs to erect a fort-like pen, then built up a large mound of dirt just outside the tall fence. Some wild deer that went onto the mound would end up hopping over the long fence into the "deer field," from which they then couldn't escape.

The idea has evolved considerably since then. For starters, logs have given way to metal posts and wire. For another, many fence advocates say their goal isn't so much to keep deer in as to keep them out.

This is a common refrain in Texas, the traditional epicenter of high fencing. Across much of that state, deer numbers on unfenced ranches long ago outrushed their food supply. Ranchers who tried to reduce deer densities by shooting does typically found new deer moving onto their land, negating efforts to bring the numbers into line. High fences were (and still are) seen as one way to help control that problem.

**Overall, these results suggest that approval of high-fence hunting is lower north of the Mason-Dixon Line.**

Even before World War II, some landowners in Texas and the Eastern United States started building high fences because they wanted to develop hunting for exotic wildlife: fallow, axis or sika deer; blackbuck antelope; mouflon, Corsican or Barbary sheep; wild boars — you name it. In most cases, some native deer ended up being confined inside those fences as well.

Of course, for many landowners and hunters who build high fences around hunting land, neither lower whitetail numbers nor exotic wildlife is the main motivation. They build high fences because they think doing so will help them kill more big bucks. Part of the rationale is that the bucks can't get out and be shot by neighbors; the rest of the rationale is that with a high fence, poachers will have a harder time accessing the herd.

But what do you readers have to say on the matter? Do you think high fences have a place in fair chase — and if so, under what conditions? Here's how you voted. (Keep in mind that not all readers answered all questions, so the responses don't always total 100 percent.)

**IS FAIR CHASE POSSIBLE INSIDE A HIGH FENCE?**

Yes: 40 Percent  
No: 58 Percent

We wanted to know if you think fair chase is possible inside a high fence, regardless of the size, cover, hunter density, weapon type, etc. When the votes were totaled, almost three of every five voters had rejected high-fence deer hunting outright.

On our survey, the highest support for hunting inside enclosures came from Louisiana, where 73 percent of voters told us the practice doesn't necessarily violate fair chase. Next came Florida (69 percent), followed by New Jersey (62), Texas (61), Virginia (55), Mississippi (51) and Tennessee (50).

Overall, these results suggest that approval of high-fence hunting is lower north of the Mason-Dixon Line. Maine voters were the least supportive of fences, with just 17 percent in favor, while those in Kansas and Iowa gave 26 percent approval.

We expected to see great regional variation in views on high fence, given that fencing hasn't come to all regions at the same pace. Some states and provinces have hundreds of such enclosures, while others have only a handful. Some wildlife agencies have taken a hands-off approach to such fences, while others regulate them closely. And whitetail habitat can vary immensely from place to place, as can average home-range sizes.

"To me, fair chase cannot involve a (high) fence," wrote Saskatchewan's Murray Wild. "The deer can only go so far. I've picked up matched sheds five miles apart. I know of bucks that have moved 20 miles."

**HAVE YOU OR ANYONE YOU KNOW EVER HUNTED IN A HIGH-FENCED AREA?**

Yes: 23 Percent  
No: 77 Percent

While less than 1 percent of North America's whitetail habitat is surrounded by high fence, nearly one-fourth of survey respondents reported having hunted on such land or knowing someone who had.

Texas readers had the highest positive response to this question; 72 percent answered in the affirmative. Louisiana was No. 2 on the list, at 46 percent, with South Carolina (42), Florida (39) and Michigan (33) also above 30 percent.

Meanwhile, just 5 percent of Vermont voters answered "yes" to this question. Kansas was next (7 percent), then Minnesota (9), Iowa (10) and Illinois (12).

**IF YOU COULD, WOULD YOU HIGH FENCE YOUR LAND?**

Yes: 24 Percent  
No: 73 Percent

In his January 2001 issue feature, "Managing Whitetail Management," David Morris expressed his view that
most deer hunters would enclose their hunting areas with high fences if they could. However, among readers who participated in our survey, the overall vote was 3-to-1 against doing so.

Lowest support (8 percent) came from readers in Maine, followed by Kansas (13), Kentucky (15), Iowa (16) and Arkansas (20). Meanwhile, 63 percent of Louisiana voters told us they would fence deer land if given a chance to do so, and 56 percent of Florida voters came to the same conclusion. Among Texas readers, the voting was split exactly 50-50.

**MINIMUM HIGH-FENCED ACREAGE FOR FAIR CHASE?**
Average: 1,458 Acres

David offered that a high-fenced tract be of at least 1,000 acres (just over 1.5 square miles) in order to provide fair chase. As a group, voters expressing support for high fences came up with a minimum of 1,458 acres, or nearly 2.3 square miles.

The average varied widely. Votes in Kentucky came up with the highest acreage requirement: 3,275. Next were Maine (3,125), Iowa (2,895), New Jersey (2,326), Minnesota (2,326) and Wisconsin (2,031). The lowest average was in Vermont (855).

![While less than 1 percent of North America’s whitetail habitat is surrounded by high fence, nearly one-fourth of our survey respondents reported having hunted on such land or knowing someone who had.](image)

followed by Maryland (950), Oklahoma (971), Indiana (1,007), Missouri (1,015), Arkansas (1,069) and West Virginia (1,075).

**MINIMUM COVER FOR FAIR CHASE INSIDE HIGH FENCE?**
Average: 833 Acres

When we asked for the minimum total amount of deer cover needed for fair chase inside a high fence, voters who had given a positive response to high-fence hunting came up with a broad range of answers.

On average, the highest minimum cover requirement was in Kentucky: 1,754 acres. Minnesota was next (1,074), followed by Texas (1,047), Florida (1,359), Louisiana (1,292), Georgia (1,241), Mississippi (1,159) and Iowa (1,155).

The lowest average cover requirement was in Maryland, at 475 acres, with Illinois (530), Missouri (554), Maine (585), Kansas (586), Arkansas (598), New York (602) and Michigan (634) also well below the average for all of North America.

**MINIMUM ACRES/HUNTER INSIDE HIGH FENCE?**
Average: 244 Acres

In only eight states or provinces did a majority of pro-fence readers tell us that fair chase could be experienced with a hunter density heavier than 1 per 200 acres inside a high fence. The lowest minimum acreage per hunter was in Vermont (134), with Missouri (147), Maryland (150), Arkansas (153), West Virginia (155), Pennsylvania (172), Virginia (185) and New York rounding out the list.

Meanwhile, in only five places did the average come out above 300 acres per hunter: Texas (648), South Carolina (657), Georgia (502), Iowa (484) and Florida (476).

**MINIMUM ACRES/HUNTER ON UNFENCED LAND?**
Average: 126 Acres

We asked all voters — including those who don’t think high fences can be part of fair chase — to give their views about appropriate hunter densities on unfenced deer land. When we totaled all of the responses and divided them by the number of entries, we came up with an overall average of 126 acres per hunter. And again, the averages were highly variable — not just from reader to reader, but from place to place.

The lowest average was in Kentucky (47 acres per hunter), with several other locations also at 80 acres or less: Virginia (49), Missouri (52), Michigan (53), Minnesota (62), Ohio and South Carolina (69), Illinois and West Virginia (70), New York (73), Pennsylvania (78) and Arkansas (80).

The average was highest in Louisiana, at 317 acres of unfenced land per hunter. Vermont was next (264), then Florida (244), Maine (225) and Texas (189).

**IS IT FAIR CHASE TO HUNT WHITETAILS ON AN ISLAND?**
Yes: 87 Percent
No: 8 Percent

Because we wanted to gain more insight into reader views on the ethics of hunting “confined” deer (not necessarily limited only to those inside high fences), we also asked about hunting on islands. We didn’t provide any specifics regarding island size, shape, cover or hunter density; we just wanted to know if readers think it can be ethical to hunt deer where there is no overland escape route.

*That 11 of every 12 votes were cast in favor of island hunting sends a clear signal that many readers regard it as fair chase.*

That 11 of every 12 votes were cast in favor of island hunting sends a clear signal that many readers regard it as fair chase. And there were no apparent regional trends in the voting. Tennessee, South Carolina and Maine tallied unanimous votes in favor of island hunting, while support was almost as high in Indiana (98 percent), Florida and Virginia (97), Oklahoma (96), New Jersey (95) and Kansas (94).

In no state or province did a majority of voters reject island hunting. In fact, the lowest support, from readers in Alabama, still was a strong 68 percent in favor.

North Dakota voter Ryan Wollan apparently summed up the sentiments of many of his fellow island hunters when he noted, “The deer got on . . . they can get off.” And T. Scott Forbes of Maryland pointed out that “water’s no boundary (to a deer).”

But even among many supporters of island deer hunting, there was a view that details factor into the equation. For instance, Alan Reekie of British Columbia opined that island hunting is fair chase only if you hunt “by yourself, no drives.” Florida’s Bob Adey claimed that island hunting is only ethical if there’s at least 100 acres of land per person.

**FOR YOUR INFORMATION**

Next month, in the finale of this series, we’ll print some readers’ personal definitions of the term “fair chase” as it applies to deer hunting, and we’ll recap the voting on all 36 questions on the survey.
He says there's nothing fundamentally wrong with hunting whitetails inside a high fence. She says you can't call a hunt "fair chase" if deer can't leave the property, no matter how large the acreage or how thick the cover.

These diametrically opposed viewpoints aren't some new form of the old "he said/she said" routine. They're actual comments sent in by two Iowa readers who filled out the special survey we ran in our January 2001 issue. And not only are these two readers from the same state, they live in the same house. In fact, they're husband and wife.

Please — no jokes here about married couples' being expected to disagree about everything. The fact is, even among hunters who see eye to eye on all other issues, high fence can be a divisive issue, perhaps the most passionately debated practice in whitetail hunting today. That a husband and wife find themselves literally on opposite sides of the high-fence question shows just how hard it is to find consensus on this matter.

In our January 2001 issue we published a special survey, asking for reader views on 36 questions regarding the ethics of various hunting and management practices. A number of those questions, detailed below, were devoted to hunting confined deer. And perhaps not surprisingly, these generated more detailed survey comments than all other questions combined. Let's take a closer look at high fencing and how the voting went.

THE RECORD BOOKS

To some hunters, fair chase and record-book eligibility necessarily go hand in hand. None of the three major North American record-keeping organizations using the Boone and Crockett scoring system — the Boone and Crockett Club, the Pope and Young Club or the Longhunter Society — will accept as a hunter kill any deer shot on high-fenced land.

B&C and Longhunter always have had this rule, but P&Y's categorical rejection of such entries began only last spring. Effective on May 1, 2001, the following language was adopted as P&Y policy: "The term "fair chase" shall not include the taking of animals... while inside escape-proof fenced enclosures."

Records Committee Chairman Glenn Hisey says, "Fenced animals and human manipulation of wildlife are subjects of great debate within, and outside of, the hunting community. These situations, and the subsequent debate, will only get worse and will, in the club's view, continue to be an increasing thorn in the side of our true hunting heritage and its future."

"Recent media coverage of 'canned hunting' situations, with their entire inherent emotional slant, only worsens the public's perception of the hunting community. We cannot
expect the media and the general non-hunting public to clearly differentiate these situations from "real" fair-chase hunting. It is in our best interest to distance ourselves from those negative perceptions."

A statement on P&Y’s Web site (www.pope-young.org) referred to the club’s previous policy as “very sound — but admittedly somewhat confusing and misunderstood by some.” And what was that policy? To meet P&Y’s definition of a fair-chase kill, a deer or other animal could not have been taken “while behind game-proof fences where introduced and/or confined animals are held for commercial hunting purposes, such as game farms, shooting preserves or private hunting operations where (kill) fees are charged for the animals harvested.”

Under its previous policy, if P&Y received a possible entry for an animal taken inside a high fence, the club would investigate the nature of that enclosure, looking at a wide variety of conditions, ranging from “whether or not the wildlife population was natural or had been introduced” to “whether or not the hunting was under the control, regulation and licensing of the state/provincial game agency” to “the size of the enclosure.”

**FENCING HISTORY**

Despite a lack of official recognition for deer shot inside enclosures, high fences are becoming increasingly common. In fact, in many states and provinces, miles of such fencing are being erected daily.

Yet the idea of confining whitetails is hardly new. In fact, the town of Deerfield, Wisconsin, drew its name from a deer-holding structure built there in the late 1800s. A clever fellow used long logs to erect a fort-like pen, then built up a large mound of dirt just outside the tall fence. Some wild deer that went onto the mound would end up hopping over the log fence into the “deer field,” from which they then couldn’t escape.

The idea has evolved considerably since then. For starters, logs have given way to metal posts and wire. For another, many fence advocates say their goal isn’t so much to keep deer in as to keep them out.

This is a common refrain in Texas, the traditional epicenter of high-fencing. Across much of that state, deer numbers on unfenced ranches long ago outstripped their food supply. Ranchers who tried to reduce deer densities by shooting does typically found new deer moving onto their land, negating efforts to bring the numbers into line. High fences were (and still are) seen as one way to help control that problem.

**Overall, these results suggest that approval of high-fence hunting is lower north of the Mason-Dixon Line.**

Even before World War II, some landowners in Texas and the Eastern United States started building high fences because they wanted to develop hunting for exotic wildlife: fallow, axis or sika deer; blackbuck antelope; mouflon, Corsican or Barbary sheep; wild boars — you name it. In most cases, some native deer ended up being confined inside those fences as well.

Of course, for many landowners and hunters who build high fences around hunting land, neither lower whitetail numbers nor exotic wildlife is the main motivation. They build high fences because they think doing so will help them kill more buck. Part of the rationale is that the bucks can’t get out and be shot by neighbors; the rest of the rationale is that with a high fence, poachers will have a harder time accessing the herd.

But what do you readers have to say on the matter? Do you think high fences have a place in fair chase — and if so, under what conditions? Here’s how you voted. (Keep in mind that not all readers answered all questions, so the responses don’t always total 100 percent.)

**IS FAIR CHASE POSSIBLE INSIDE A HIGH FENCE?**

Yes: 40 Percent  
No: 58 Percent

We wanted to know if you think fair chase is possible inside a high fence, regardless of the size, cover, hunter density, weapon type, etc. When the votes were totaled, almost three of every five voters had rejected high-fence deer hunting outright.

On our survey, the highest support for hunting inside enclosures came from Louisiana, where 73 percent of voters told us the practice doesn’t necessarily violate fair chase. Next came Florida (69 percent), followed by New Jersey (62), Texas (61), Virginia (55), Mississippi (51) and Tennessee (50).

Overall, these results suggest that approval of high-fence hunting is lower north of the Mason-Dixon Line. Maine voters were the least supportive of fences, with just 17 percent in favor, while those in Kansas and Iowa gave 26 percent approval.

We expected to see great regional variation in views on high fence, given that fencing hasn’t come to all regions at the same pace. Some states and provinces have hundreds of such enclosures, while others have only a handful. Some wildlife agencies have taken a hands-off approach to such fences, while others regulate them closely. And whitetail habitat can vary immensely from place to place, as can average home-range sizes.

“To me, fair chase cannot involve a (high) fence,” wrote Saskatchewan’s Murray Wild. "The deer can only go so far. I’ve picked up matched sheds five miles apart. I know of bucks that have moved 20 miles.”

**HAVE YOU OR ANYONE YOU KNOW EVER HUNTED IN A HIGH-FENCED AREA?**

Yes: 23 Percent  
No: 77 Percent

While less than 1 percent of North America’s whitetail habitat is surrounded by high fence, nearly one-fourth of survey respondents reported having hunted on such land or knowing someone who had.

Texas readers had the highest positive response to this question; 72 percent answered in the affirmative. Louisiana was No. 2 on the list, at 46 percent, with South Carolina (42), Florida (39) and Michigan (33) also above 30 percent.

Meanwhile, just 5 percent of Vermont voters answered “yes” to this question. Kansas was next (7 percent), then Minnesota (9), Iowa (10) and Illinois (12).

**IF YOU COULD, WOULD YOU HIGH FENCE YOUR LAND?**

Yes: 24 Percent  
No: 73 Percent

In his January 2001 issue feature, “Managing Whitetail Management,” David Morris expressed his view that
most deer hunters would enclose their hunting areas with high fences if they could. However, among readers who participated in our survey, the overall vote was 3-to-1 against doing so.

Lowest support (8 percent) came from readers in Maine, followed by Kansas (13), Kentucky (15), Iowa (16) and Arkansas (20). Meanwhile, 63 percent of Louisiana voters told us they would fence deer land if given a chance to do so, and 56 percent of Florida voters came to the same conclusion. Among Texas readers, the voting was split exactly 50-50.

**MINIMUM HIGH-FENCED ACREAGE FOR FAIR CHASE?**

**Average: 1,458 Acres**

David offered that a high-fenced tract be of at least 1,000 acres (just over 1.5 square miles) in order to provide fair chase. As a group, voters expressing support for high fences came up with a minimum of 1,458 acres, or nearly 2.3 square miles.

The average varied widely. Votes in Kentucky came up with the highest acreage requirement: 3,275. Next were Maine (3,125), Iowa (2,895), New Jersey (2,326), Minnesota (2,131) and Wisconsin (2,031). The lowest average was in Vermont (855), and Iowa (1,155).

The lowest average cover requirement was in Maryland, at 475 acres, with Illinois (530), Missouri (554), Maine (585), Kansas (586), Arkansas (598), New York (602) and Michigan (634) also well below the average for all of North America.

**MINIMUM ACRES/HUNTER INSIDE HIGH FENCE?**

**Average: 244 Acres**

In only eight states or provinces did a majority of pro-fence readers tell us that fair chase could be experienced with a hunter density heavier than 1 per 200 acres inside a high fence. The lowest minimum acreage per hunter was in Vermont (134), with Missouri (147), Maryland (150), Arkansas (153), West Virginia (155), Pennsylvania (172), Virginia (185) and New York rounding out the list.

Meanwhile, in only five places did the average come out above 300 acres per hunter: Texas (648), South Carolina (637), Georgia (562), Iowa (484) and Florida (476).

**MINIMUM ACRES/HUNTER ON UNFENCED LAND?**

**Average: 126 Acres**

We asked all voters — including those who don’t think high fences can be part of fair chase — to give their views about appropriate hunter densities on unfenced deer land. When we totaled all of the responses and divided them by the number of entries, we came up with an overall average of 126 acres per hunter. And again, the averages were highly variable — not just from reader to reader, but from place to place.

The lowest average was in Kentucky (47 acres per hunter), with several other locations also at 80 acres or less: Virginia (49), Missouri (52), Michigan (53), Minnesota (62), Ohio and South Carolina (69), Illinois and West Virginia (70), New York (73), Pennsylvania (78) and Arkansas (80).

The average was highest in Louisiana, at 317 acres of unfenced land per hunter. Vermont was next (264), then Florida (244), Maine (225) and Texas (189).

**IS IT FAIR CHASE TO HUNT WHITETAILS ON AN ISLAND?**

**Yes: 87 Percent**

**No: 8 Percent**

Because we wanted to gain more insight into reader views on the ethics of hunting “confined” deer (not necessarily limited only to those inside high fences), we also asked about hunting on islands. We didn’t provide any specifics regarding island size, shape, cover or hunter density; we just wanted to know if readers think it can be ethical to hunt deer where there is no overland escape route.

That 11 of every 12 votes were cast in favor of island hunting sends a clear signal that many readers regard it as fair chase.

That 11 of every 12 votes were cast in favor of island hunting sends a clear signal that many readers regard it as fair chase. And there were no apparent regional trends in the voting. Tennessee, South Carolina and Maine tallied unanimous votes in favor of island hunting, while support was almost as high in Indiana (98 percent), Florida and Virginia (97), Oklahoma (96), New Jersey (95) and Kansas (94).

In no state or province did a majority of voters reject island hunting. In fact, the lowest support, from readers in Alabama, still was a strong 68 percent in favor.

North Dakota voter Ryan Wollan apparently summed up the sentiments of many of his fellow island hunters when he noted, “The deer got on . . . they can get off.” And T. Scott Forbes of Maryland pointed out that “water’s no boundary (to a deer).”

But even among many supporters of island deer hunting, there was a view that details factor into the equation. For instance, Alan Reekie of British Columbia opined that island hunting is fair chase only if you hunt “by yourself, no drives.” Florida’s Bob Adey claimed that island hunting is only ethical if there’s at least 100 acres of land per person.

**FOR YOUR INFORMATION**

Next month, in the finale of this series, we’ll print some readers’ personal definitions of the term “fair chase” as it applies to deer hunting, and we’ll recap the voting on all 36 questions on the survey.
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